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Often, military leaders blame mission failure or difficulties on what is perceived to be excessive meddling by national strategic leaders in military operations. The complaint follows the thoughts of Clausewitz’s notion that while the decision to go to war is a political one, once that decision is made the act of war should be left to the military. Any further involvement by the national-strategic leadership hampers the conduct of the war, impacts the military leadership, and wrestles decision-making from the trained, professional, experienced military force and places it in the hands of leaders who are likely not as well-versed in the conduct of military operations.

Surely, when the national-strategic leaders begin impacting the conduct of military operations, this is a recipe for failure. Those who subscribe to this notion, however, are mired in an antiquated view of war and fail to see the full integration of military and political factors in war. Since war is a political act, political, national-strategic leaders will continue to stay involved in the conduct of military operations. The US military can ensure effectiveness on the battlefield by learning to integrate political leadership’s participation in the operational level of war and by understanding the military’s role as a force for diplomacy and political influence.
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INTRODUCTION:

Current situations in Iraq and Afghanistan have demonstrated to many in the military that there needs to be greater interaction between uniformed and civilian agencies to achieve success on the modern battlefield. But, what happens when the civilian, national-strategic leadership of the nation departs from working solely with the civilian agencies and begins to influence how the military operational commander conducts his tasks by curtailing, directing, shaping or otherwise becoming involved in the planning and execution of operations? Many servicemembers think that political, civilian involvement in military operations has become too obtrusive and detrimental to military success. Often, uniformed leaders have blamed mission failure or difficulties on what is perceived to be excessive meddling by national strategic leaders in military operations. The complaint follows the thoughts of Clausewitz’ notion that while the decision to go to war is a political one, once that decision is made the act of war should be left to the military. Any further involvement by national-strategic leaders hampers the conduct of the war, impacts military leadership, and wrestles decision-making from the trained, professional, experienced military force and places it in the hands of civilian leaders who are likely not as well-versed in the conduct of military operations.

Surely, when the national-strategic leaders begin impacting the conduct of military operations, this is a recipe for failure. Those who subscribe to this notion, however, are mired in an antiquated view of war and fail to see the full integration of military and political factors in war. Since war is a political act, political, national-strategic leaders will continue to stay involved in the conduct of military operations. How can the US military ensure effectiveness on the battlefield despite political leadership’s participation? The answer lies in the operational level of war.
This paper will assert that the operational level of war is one in which involvement by national-strategic leaders is inevitable, should be expected, and is the natural point at which heavy political and military interaction is required to effect strategic success. Further, it will make recommendations for improving the interaction and enabling success on the battlefield.

**WAR AND POLITICS IN AMERICA:**

It is important to examine the American system of government in order to understand how best to integrate military operations with political goals. The Constitution of the United States clearly states that the President is the Commander in Chief of the Nation’s armed forces\(^1\) but Congress has tremendous leverage in determining how the President fights wars.\(^2\) While the President is granted the right and responsibility for the conduct of all level of military operations,\(^3\) Congress, in its role of oversight of the armed forces, may examine the President’s strategy and determine if his strategy is the best use of the Nation’s resources and in the Nation’s best interests.\(^4\) The checks and balances were created intentionally to ensure that no single branch of government over-powered the others and that the military is used judiciously in the national interests.

The American people also have a strong voice in the decisions to go to war and in the conduct of the war.\(^5\) The desires of the people have tremendous impact on the Commander-in-Chief when he takes the Nation to war and he must remain cognizant of those desires when he develops plans, strategies, constraints, and restraints for the use of the military. Additionally, each Member of Congress is ultimately responsible to their constituency and must keep those same desires in mind when debating, authorizing, and evaluating the use of the military. As such, the use of the military and the employment of military forces are inherently political decisions.
THE MILITARY IN AMERICA:

Throughout American history the military has changed with America’s position and standing in the world. Each step of the way, the executive branch, legislative branch and the people have exerted their influence on the process of change and impacted the way that the military conducts business. In modern history, following the United States’ elevation to a recognized global superpower at the conclusion of World War II, the Congress passed the National Security Act of 1947 to create and organize the Department of Defense.6 This established an organization and structure to provide improved military advice to the President and established one department responsible for the coordination of the military might of the Nation. A subsequent amendment in 1958 created the unified commands with responsibilities for specific regions.7 Additionally, a command structure was created that allowed the combatant commander a direct link to the President. This link allowed for the bypass of the Secretary of Defense, the Service Secretaries, and the Joint Chiefs, effectively bridging the President to the operational level of warfare. The linkages between the President and the operational level of warfare were further strengthened in 1986 with the adoption of the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act. Beyond making the military more joint, the Act accomplished a number of far-reaching ideas that integrally linked the civilian, national-strategic leaders with the geographic combatant commanders at the operational level.8

The result of these two critical pieces of legislation was the creation of a military command structure clearly subordinate to a strong executive and a reinforcement of ties between the President and his military advisors. Most importantly for the discussion of civilian involvement in military operations, the legislation provided a streamlined channel for
the President to interact with his operational commanders without necessarily requiring those commanders to respond through the Joint Chiefs, the Secretary of Defense, or any other headquarters or entity. While all of those players can still be involved and have significant impact on military operations, the result of this construct is that the President and the Combatant Commander can have frequent and meaningful interaction during periods of peace and war. Depending on the personalities involved, this could allow the President or his designees (often the Secretary of Defense) an avenue to daily and minutely involve themselves in operations.

**POLITICS AND THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF WAR:**

For those who bristle at the thought of national-strategic leaders being involved in the operational level of war and who hold to the notion that warfare should be left to the war-fighters, World War II is the perfect supporting example for their case. This example, however, should be considered an aberration. The scope and scale of the war makes it unique in history and kept the President’s span of control limited to the strategic level. The more likely future scenario is something short of war on the scale of World War II and more on a scale which can allow the President to become more involved in the operational level.

In modern war, real-time reporting, the media, public will, and global concerns all play much more critical roles in the execution of war. These factors keep politics involved throughout the war and reduce the likelihood of having the conduct of the war turned over exclusively to the war-fighters. If war is the ‘continuation of politics by different means’ then the political leadership must and will remain involved in the conduct of modern war to ensure that the operational goals and means support the national strategic aims. The political leaders will direct the proportional use of force to achieve the desired political aims.
One of the principle impacts and responsibilities the President will have on the operational level is in the issuance of his desired end state including a description of the political, military, economic, and other conditions that should exist or be created at the end of hostilities. From this desired end state, the Combatant Commander can develop his operational objectives and operational scheme. Whether or not a clearly defined desired end state is provided, it is important to understand that the operation is not likely to be conducted successfully by the operational commander without a thorough understanding of the political goals. The scale and application of military force can then be applied commensurate with the scale of the political objective. As the President determines the importance of the political objective and the impact military operations will have on the politics of the war, he will adjust the amount of military force used.

The following case studies allow an examination of the impact of politics and Presidential influence on operations and provide lessons for the interaction between national-strategic leaders and the operational commander. The lessons learned will identify recommendations to improve this operational level interaction and ensure it is both efficient and effective in achieving strategic success. In the Kosovo case study, the interactions between General Wesley Clark and Secretary of Defense Les Aspin and President Clinton were heavily influenced by political considerations and severely hampered the operational design and conduct of the war. In the invasion of Iraq, President Bush and his team were intimately involved in the operational planning and execution, leading to drastic changes in plans and execution, much to the consternation of many military operational planners.

**KOSOVO:**

From 24 March to 10 June 1999, NATO forces under the command of General Clark conducted operations to eject Serbian forces from Kosovo and end a developing
humanitarian crisis in that province. Due to a number of factors, the involvement of political leaders in determining the method in which force was used to accomplish the objective was extremely heavy and influential. The most direct outcome of their involvement on the operational level was to change the operational scheme by denying the operational commander’s request for ground forces. By examining the restrictions imposed by the national-strategic leadership and the reasons for doing so, valuable insight can be gained into how the political objective drives military operations and how an operational commander can interact with the political leadership to accomplish the objective despite having his military operational plans so severely limited.

While this was a NATO operation, the directive of no ground forces was not a NATO only decision. Instead, General Clark, as Commander-in-Chief for US European Command, was restricted from using American ground forces by President Clinton. While the strategic debates regarding the use of force by NATO are instructive, they simply provide some background to the discussion of the national-strategic leader’s role in the operational level of war. What is most instructive for the interaction between political leaders and the operational commander is an examination of the controls imposed on General Clark by President Clinton during the conduct of operations and his reasons for doing so. For that reason, discussions of negotiations and internal matters within NATO will not be discussed despite their impact on NATO forces in the operational planning and conduct of the war.

On the national-strategic level, the President needed to balance many factors when considering the use of force. Among the most prominent factors were continuing operations in Bosnia, a Congress skeptical of more military ‘adventurism’, an American population concerned with ethnic cleansing and leery of another Vietnam-style conflict, and the
country’s leadership role in the world. Balancing all these factors made the President cautious in his use of force and kept him involved in the planning and execution of military operations so that he could use military force to best achieve his strategic goals while addressing all political factors at play.

Throughout the crisis, diplomacy and diplomatic maneuvering remained essential in the conduct of the operations. Since the goal of the military operation was to bring about a negotiated settlement, Clark acted as both military commander and as an advisor on regional politics to help formulate a successful strategy. The desired political end state limited the level of force the President was willing to apply to something less than required in Clausewitz’s total war. In fact, as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated, “the military may not be decisive.” The operational level air bombardment was used as only one element of the national strategy and provided diplomatic leverage to secure a military technical agreement for the withdrawal of Serbian forces from Kosovo.

In applying military force as a part of the strategy, the operations were proportionally limited to support that strategy. This led to what Clark described as a “dichotomy between political aims and military means” in which the national-strategic leaders provided rules of engagement that limited the altitude at which the planes could fly, determined and authorized target sets, and even pressured Clark to bomb certain types of targets over others, thereby changing his operational scheme. His flexibility as an operational commander was extremely restricted and tools he thought essential for success were taken away. This lack of flexibility led to a longer air campaign and an arguably less successful military endeavor. The limits of the political objective determined the level and employment of force.
Risks associated with those limits are what the operational commander and the national-strategic leaders need to fully understand. As the operational level commander, it was Clark’s responsibility to understand the desired end state as well as the political goals while developing his scheme of maneuver. When the political leadership above him influenced his campaign plan, it was incumbent on him to educate them of the consequences and risks those influences brought to the success of the mission. Additionally, he was responsible for educating his subordinates on the political nature of the operation and the considerations they needed to be cognizant of in its execution so that they would understand the nature of the operation and its goal. What is most striking is that General Clark claims to have never discussed the overall strategy with either the Secretary or the President. This lack of communication did not allow for both the politicians and the military to understand the nature of the operation. Fortunately, the operation was successful, but it may not always turn out that way when the political leaders and operational commander are not working toward the same goals.

IRAQ:

On 21 March 2003, following orders from the White House, CENTCOM Commander General Tommy Franks began a second campaign in the Global War on Terror by attacking into Iraq to conduct a regime change and lay the ground work for a stable and free Iraq. The plan he executed for the attack, codenamed Cobra II, was one heavily influenced by President Bush, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and others of the Secretary’s staff. The influences and direction did not stop once the line of departure was crossed but continued through the execution of the plan causing the operational commander to make changes and adjustments along the way. While the impact of the civilian involvement in the
planning on mission success can still be debated, it is an informative case to study when trying to understand the relationships between the operational commander and the national-strategic leaders in the planning and execution phases of military operations.

CENTCOM had long been developing a plan for an attack into Iraq when President Bush took office. OPLAN 1003-98\textsuperscript{30} was a detailed plan designed to defeat Iraq’s army, overthrow Saddam Hussein and begin an occupation as a prelude to the reconstruction of Iraq. Essentially, the plan developed in 1998 would accomplish the same operational and strategic objectives the Bush team would direct in 2003. General Anthony Zinni and his successor at CENTCOM, General Tommy Franks, devoted many staff-hours to the development of the plan and to wargaming the possible scenarios. The key tenets of the plan involved a build-up of forces in a neighboring country and a force size of three corps, roughly 380,000 servicemen, for the invasion with an additional 20,000 servicemen added for the occupation at the conclusion of the offensive operations.\textsuperscript{31} Subsequent refinements brought the required number to a minimum of 385,000.\textsuperscript{32} General Franks believed that the size of the force, the method of attack, and the objectives were incorporated into a plan that was updated and wargamed, held sound principles of war, and was built to defeat the Iraqi army and secure the country for follow-on development.\textsuperscript{33}

When Secretary Rumsfeld was first briefed on the plans for the defeat of Iraq, he directed that the plan be conducted with a force of only 125,000. This guidance was given without any knowledge of the detailed wargames and planning discussions backing the original number.\textsuperscript{34} Additionally, he was concerned that the long build up time required before an attack would constrain the president’s diplomatic flexibility.\textsuperscript{35} These concerns were furthered echoed by the President when he was briefed on the plan.\textsuperscript{36}
Once President Bush and Secretary Rumsfeld passed their guidance and concerns, Secretary Rumsfeld continued to remain involved in the process of planning operations. While General Franks described the planning process as collaborative, Secretary Rumsfeld often directed changes to the actual operations plan, forces assigned, and methods with which the operations would be conducted going so far as to propose his own version of an operations plan complete with the use of special forces, surprise, deception, and speed. The final invasion plan called for only 145,000 servicemen and a rolling start to the attack. This force structure was less than half the originally planned force size and the rolling start was considered militarily risky. While there were enough forces to achieve the operational objective of capturing Baghdad, the plan was not properly designed to support the strategic objective of making Iraq a stable country. This misunderstanding of the strategic goal meant that the operations plan was insufficient.

There were many reasons for the sustained and heavy involvement in the planning by President Bush and Secretary Rumsfeld. Beyond the international pressures and approval that could affect operations, George Bush had made clear his desire to avoid peacekeeping and nation building exercises. If he were going to use the military in the nation’s interests, it would be swift and decisive. Additionally, there was concern among the administration that Congress would not support a lengthy deployment phase and potentially costly attack into Iraq. Public opinion and media influences also weighed heavily on their thought processes.

Once the invasion began, Secretary Rumsfeld, acting on behalf of the President continued to make changes to the operational scheme. He changed or denied requests for forces, monitored the process for picking targets, and kept in daily contact with
CENTCOM during the duration of the war\textsuperscript{45} monitoring every request that went to the Joint Chiefs and the services.\textsuperscript{46} His influence and involvement ensured that he remained in the operational level and often had him discussing tactical details, as well. His heavy involvement indicated a need to be knowledgeable in the details, precise in the application of military power in pursuit of national strategic objectives, and potentially a lack of trust in the military leaders chosen to be the operational commanders. While his changes and directions did not cause the invasion to fail, there will continue to be debate as to the effect his involvement had on the efficiency of the conduct of the plan.

**LESSONS LEARNED:**

In the American system, the interaction between the operational commanders and the national-strategic leaders will continue to be very close. The structure of the system has developed to ensure that political leaders will continue to have the opportunity to play a large part in military planning. Political pressures will continue to make the political leaders acutely aware of the consequences of the use of American military might. The strategic goals and policies will continue to change, even while military operations are on-going, as a result of any changes in the political balances. This means that the operational commander will be forced to operate in a complex political and military environment. It is unrealistic for the military to claim that it can only be successful when its operations are unimpeded by political influences. The reality is that political influences are what cause the operations in the first place and are what set the final results desired. Policy will permeate all military operations and continue to influence them.\textsuperscript{47}

The political leadership will be best placed to make the determinations on the political factors and what affect military actions have on those political aims. With the
political aims being paramount, the political leadership will continue to hold the levers of military power applying only what the political aims require. The military must remember that politics and military action are fully intertwined and will continue to be in the future. The operational commander must accept this as fact and learn ways to deal with the influences of the political leaders.

Military operations will always be dominated by strategic concerns and goals. The level of force allowed during military operations will be commensurate with the size of the political objective. The operational commander must possess an operational vision that envisions all the phases of a planned campaign or major operation. Without proper operational vision the commander cannot translate the strategic objective assigned by the top politico-military leadership into an operational objective.48 No campaign or major operation can be planned without a clear idea of how it should end. This means that the operational commander will need to be in close communication with those setting the strategic goals.

The Goldwater-Nichols Act streamlined the links between the regional combatant commanders and the President to improve communications and ensure sound military advice is being given to the President. It is incumbent upon the combatant commander to keep clear communications with national-strategic leaders. The operational commander will not be able to plan or execute in a vacuum. Instead, he will have to ensure that his ways and means match the desired ends. This can only be successfully accomplished when there is clarity between the combatant commander and the President or Secretary of Defense.

Both the President and the Secretary of Defense are likely to be very concerned with the strategic impact of military operations. This concern could translate into ‘micro-managing’ the planning and execution of military operations. A lack of experience or
knowledge of military operations has not dissuaded many in the nation’s capital from believing they have a better grasp of military strategy than the generals and from trying to plan for the operational employment of the armed forces. An operational commander should be prepared for their influence, suggestions, and changes to plans and should view one of his primary tasks as educating the political leadership on the consequences of political decisions on military operations.

In the future, the military will only represent a portion of a measured response and in many scenarios will play a subordinate role. As such, the political situation will define the realm of the possible for the military. In order to be successful, the operational commander will need full knowledge and understanding of the linkage between strategy and policy on one hand and operational art on the other. If General Krulak’s strategic corporal can influence strategic success through his actions or inactions, then the operational commander has even more impact. The operational commander must continuously analyze the linkages between the political concepts and his military operational design to ensure that the operational objectives support the achievement of the strategic objectives. Additionally, he must remain aware of the political landscape to ensure that he develops an operational plan consistent with what the politics of the situation will support and with what other national strengths are being employed. If the operational commander fails to fully understand the linkages between the desires of the political leadership and the military objectives, his actions may prove detrimental to the overall success of the strategic plan and be an open invitation for political leadership to become intimately involved in the planning and execution phases.

Responsibility for success or failure in the military operations will rest with the military commander. With an advanced understanding of the political and military factors
influencing the operational level of war, the operational commander should no longer be able to blame political leaders for adversely impacting military effectiveness. The operational commander must be a master of the military arts and of the political and diplomatic arts, as well. It is up to the operational commander to determine the true objectives of military operations from the political guidance or strategic aims. This is often no small task and can be further complicated when the political leaders change the nature of the conflict due to political pressures. The successful operational commander will be attuned to these changes and understand how they impact the operational scheme and make adjustments accordingly.

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**

The most important thing for an operational commander to consider when working with his political leadership is the value of unity of effort. The commander must remain in communication with the political leaders to understand their intent, strategic goals, and views on the political situation to ascertain what is driving the military operations and what factors will impact his operational design and the achievement of operational objectives. In modern war, the operational commander will no longer be able to claim he can only get the job done without ‘interference’ from the political leaders. Instead, the operational commander must accomplish his mission by being intrinsically linked to those same leaders.

Communications goes both ways. Not only should the operational commander expect input from strategic leaders, but he should have the moral courage to give his opinions and recommendations back up the chain. While the political leaders are trying to balance all forces at play in the conflict, they may curtail military force and unnecessarily endanger mission success. It is the operational commander’s duty to educate his political leaders on the levels of military force required to achieve imposed or negotiated settlements and the
consequences of political constraints or restraints. From this knowledge, the political leaders will make decisions balancing the military risks with the overall goal.

The operational commander must also learn to expect and accept requests for information from his higher political leaders. These requests are a normal part of the process, despite how obtrusive they may become. The only way to counter an excessive amount of requests and ‘micromanaging’ is to build trust and confidence between the political leaders and the operational commander. That trust is built through a demonstration of sound judgment and proficiency, an understanding of the strategic factors at play, recognition of the politics of the situation, and a record of success. The operational commander can only give his best military advice for an operational scheme based on the strategic objectives and sound military doctrine and principles, it will then be up to the political leaders to determine the course of military action. It may happen, however, that the national political leaders choose an option contrary to the advice they have received from the operational commander. In this case, the national political leaders will direct what they feel is best, answering only to the voters while the operational commander must soldier on.

A practical method to improve the interaction between the operational commander and the political leadership is to incorporate adaptive planning methods into operational design. Adaptive planning methods were developed as a means to give the national leaders more flexibility in the use of military force. Currently, operational plans are developed and presented to the strategic leaders as a complete package. If the President decides to employ the military in a conflict, he is faced with choosing a ‘one-size fits all’ plan or discarding the plan altogether only to direct a new one to be developed with his latest guidance.
Adaptive planning brings the political leadership into the planning process from the start. It allows the political leader to provide guidance for planning and provides the political leadership more clarity in the ways and means of the use of force. This allows them to be better able to provide political guidance and more clearly define their political aims to the operational commander. Most importantly, the adaptive planning concept allows for embedded options in the plans. These embedded options help the political leadership to tailor the military force to match the political objectives by providing a menu of options for the use of force.55 Since the embedded options will be developed cooperatively between the operational commander and the political leadership, the plan will better balance the military and political risks and reduce the impacts on military effectiveness.

Finally, education is critical to making the relationship between the political leaders and the operational commander work properly. Since educating the political leadership on military principles and operations may be difficult, the operational commander should be trained to recognize and understand the political and strategic factors affecting his operational scheme. The commander and his staff must be able to synthesize the strategic goals and the operational art to achieve the desired objective.

This enhanced, formal education should include courses in diplomacy, foreign relations, and domestic politics. Classes in topics such as regional studies, social sciences, politics and political agendas, and mass media need to be taught to the career officer so that as an operational commander he can fully understand the operational environment. If tactics and maneuver can be trained to a level of proficiency in which decisions are made through recognition and experience, the same innate sense can be developed for diplomatic or political impacts, as well. Knowing what boundaries of military operations are likely to be
acceptable will help to formulate plans that can achieve strategic success. With the military continuing to be a tool of statecraft\textsuperscript{56}, the operational commander will have to be better prepared to be both a military leader and a diplomat. No longer can the military operate in an environment devoid of political influences. The successful operational commander should be versed in all aspects and factors influencing operations and the operational environment.

CONCLUSION:

Since the political objective will guide the conduct of military operations, politics will continue to dominate military operations in the future. The political and diplomatic nature of war will also continue to invite politicians and political leaders to invade military planning at the operational level to assess and direct military operations in support of political aims. As the military’s role as a diplomatic tool continues to expand, the operational commander will increasingly need to learn to operate as a diplomat in the civilian, political realms as high-level issues will have a tendency to permeate deep within a military organization.

Solving future interaction between the operational commander and the national-strategic, political leaders can happen in two ways. The first option is to have civilians change the way in which they approach and use the military. They should learn to provide a clear mission and desired end state, adequate and consistent funding and support, and then leave the military to accomplish its job. Since recent experience and political necessity make this an unlikely answer to fixing the problem of civilian ‘interference,’ the other option is to adapt within the military. Through education, understanding, new planning methods, and communication with higher political authority, the operational commander can better influence the President and other national-strategic leaders in their decisions concerning the use of military force.
The U.S. military will continue to be assigned ambiguous missions in the future in which military operations will have tremendous political impact. Since success on the battlefield will not just be military in nature, the operational commander will need to accept political leadership’s impacts on the planning and execution of military operations. Being aware of the political goals, working with political leaders, and providing flexible planning and execution options to political leaders will allow them to modulate the use of military force to accomplish political ends. For those that decry the political involvement in military operations as an impediment to military success, the time has come to accept reality. Failure to understand and embrace political leadership’s involvement in military operations will make the military less effective.
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Ibid 245.

Ibid 220.


Ibid 116

Michael Gordon and Bernard Trainor. *Cobra II: The Inside Story of the Invasion and*

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid 28.
33 Ibid 4.
34 Ibid.
37 Ibid 86.
40 Ibid 128.
42 In fact, after one discussion of force requirements that led to an increase in the force size, Secretary Rumsfeld asked, somewhat rhetorically, “I wonder how long its going to take this to get in the newspaper.” -- Thomas Ricks. Fiasco: The American Military Adventure in Iraq, (New York: The Penguin Press, 2006), 121.
43 Ibid 71, 121.
47 “If we keep in mind that war springs from some political purpose, it is natural that the prime cause of its existence will remain the supreme consideration in conducting it. That, however, does not imply that the political aim is a tyrant. It must adapt itself to its chosen means, a process which can radically change it; yet the political aim remains the first consideration. Policy, then will permeate all military operations, and in so far as their violent nature admits, it will have a continuous influence on them.” Clausewitz quote -- Charles Blair. “I Could Get My Job Done If They Would Just Leave Me Alone.” Unpublished Research Paper, U.S. Naval War College, Newport, RI: 2001), 11.


54 As Clausewitz points out, “the greatest difficulty will be in establishing the cause and effect relationship between political and operational objectives that are different. (the operational commander) must figure out what the military will do to achieve the political goal and the end of hostilities.” -- Michael Johnson. “Clausewitz on Kosovo.” Unpublished Research Paper. (U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS: 2001), 41.
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